STRATEGIES FOR MANAGING ELECTRONIC RECORDS: A NEW
ARCHIVAL PARADIGM? AN AFFIRMATION OF OUR ARCHIVAL
TRADITIONS?
By Philip C. Bantin
INTRODUCTION
Please consider the following statements by three of the most influential and
respected commentators on electronic records management.
“This change [in appraising electronic records] is not a refinement or slight
tinkering to accommodate new realities, but a reorientation in what archivists
do-a new archival paradigm, as Charles Dollar noted in his concluding
address to the 1992 International Congress on Archives in Montreal on the
impact of information technology on archival theory and practice. We must
get our archival heads out of the sands of practices devised for medieval
charters and papal decrees. We must realize that clinging to old practices in
light of the volume of new records is not a noble defense of principle or
archival tradition, but an act of willful neglect.” 1
“The UBC-MAS research project was undertaken to test the validity of
traditional diplomatic and archival concepts in the brave new world of
electronic records. The conceptual analysis of electronic records and the
project’s findings confirm that the concepts continue to have resonance and,
in fact, provide a powerful and internally consistent methodology for
preserving the integrity of electronic records.” 2

What is a practicing archivist to make of these conflicting statements? In one
case we are asked to consider adopting a new archival paradigm for
managing electronic records, 3 and in the other we are advised to seek
answers by rereading our Jenkinson (in the case of the UBC statement
quoted above) or Schellenberg and returning to our archival roots. Where
does one start in the quest to become an informed player in electronic
records management?
In this article some of the critical issues and prominent strategies pertaining to
electronic records management are reviewed, and a conceptual framework
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from which to begin the quest to become an informed player is created.
More specifically, the article includes summaries of the concepts and
strategies proposed by those archivists, on the one hand, who advocate
employing traditional archival methodologies to manage electronic records,
and those, on the other hand, who recommend reengineering the management
process and developing and implementing new techniques and
methodologies. In an attempt to make this review as pertinent and familiar as
possible, these ideas are examined in the context of three archival functions:
custody, appraisal, and description. The goals then are to examine the broad
issues and to provide a type of roadmap to prominent management strategies
for electronic records, particularly for archivists who are just beginning this
journey. In the process, however, recognize that often complex arguments
are somewhat simplified and reduced, but hopefully not distorted or taken
out of context. For those readers who seek to construct a fuller, more
textured picture of the issues or strategies under review, numerous footnotes
containing notes and citations are provided. It should also be noted at the
outset that all these issues and strategies can be applied to varying degrees to
paper as well as to electronic records. In fact, some of the theories and
methodologies examined in this article were advanced well before the real
impact of electronic records was felt or perceived. In most cases, however,
it was the emergence of electronic records that has provided the impetus for
a fuller and more urgent discussion of the issues. Finally, be advised that the
choices before the reader do not constitute an either/or decision-making
situation. Indicative of this is the fact that the title of this paper does not
include an OR joining the two questions. It is simply not a choice between
one extreme or another, but a much more complicated and rich process or
dialectic of combining and joining old and new into a modified theoretical
construct. As Terry Cook so eloquently writes: “Archival history is instead
a rich collage of overlapping layers, of contradictory ideas existing
simultaneously or even blended together, of thinkers exhibiting differences of
emphasis more than of fundamental ideas, of individual thinkers changing
their ideas in light of new circumstances, of old ideas appearing in new guises
in new places. The pendulum of thought swings back and forth, as one
generation solves its predecessor’s problems, but thereby creates new
problems for the next generation to address, with ideas having their day,
being discarded, and then being revitalized in modified form in later work.
And so it should be.” 4
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Before we begin the analysis of the specific archival issues, let us first review
two basic models for managing electronic records.
MODELS FOR MANAGING ELECTRONIC RECORDS
Life Cycle Model
The life cycle model for managing records, as articulated by Theodore
Schellenberg and others, has been the prominent model for North American
archivists and records managers since at least the 1960s. However, the
question being asked recently is: does the model provide a viable strategy
for managing electronic records? Before we examine archivists’ responses to
this question, let us briefly review the basic characteristics of the life cycle
model. This model portrays the life of a record as going through various
stages or periods, much like a living organism. In stage one, the record is
created, presumably for a legitimate reason and according to certain
standards. In the second stage, the record goes through an active period
when it has maximum primary value and is used or referred to frequently by
the creating office and others involved in decision making. During this time
the record is stored on-site in the active or current files of the creating office.
At the end of stage two the record may be reviewed and determined to have
no further value, at which point it is destroyed, or the record can enter stage
three, where it is relegated to a semi-active status, which means it still has
value, but is not needed for day-to-day decision making. Because the record
need not be consulted regularly, it is often stored in a off-site storage center.
At the end of stage three, another review occurs, at which point a
determination is made to destroy or send the record to stage four, which is
reserved for inactive records with long-term, indefinite, archival value. This
small percentage of records (normally estimated at approximately five per
cent of the total documentation) is sent to an archival repository, where
specific activities are undertaken to preserve and describe the records.
The life cycle model not only describes what will happen to a record, it also
defines who will manage the record during each stage. During the creation
and active periods, the record creators have primary responsibility for
managing the record, although records managers may well be involved to
various degrees. In the semi-active stage, it is the records manager who takes
center stage and assumes major responsibility for managing the records.
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Finally, in the inactive stage, the archivist takes the lead in preserving,
describing, and providing access to the archival record. 5
To summarize, the life cycle model has contributed, particularly in North
America, to the creation of a fairly strict demarcation of responsibilities
between the archives and records management professions. Among
archivists it has resulted in a tendency to view the life of a record in terms of
pre-archival and, archival and active and inactive, and to regard the stage
when the archivist intervenes in the cycle as occurring sometime towards the
end of the life cycle when the record becomes inactive and archival.
The chief supporters of the life cycle model as it pertains to electronic
records have come from the electronic records research project team at the
Master of Archival Science Program at the University of British Columbia. 6
As was revealed in the opening quote from team leaders, testing traditional
concepts, including the life cycle model, was a primary goal of the project,
and as the quote makes clear, these concepts, including the life cycle model,
passed the test. It should be noted that the traditional concepts evaluated by
Duranti and MacNeil are largely those expounded by Sir Hilary Jenkinson.
Therefore, the UBC’s assessment of the life cycle concept, as well as of
other archival functions, must be viewed in the larger context of Jenkinson's
theories on archival management and the role of the archivist. In Jenkinson’s
theoretical framework, archival records are characterized by “two common
features of extraordinary value and importance”: Impartiality - the principle
that records are inherently truthful and are “free from the suspicion of
prejudice” - and Authenticity – the principle that archives “were preserved in
official custody…and free from the suspicion of having been tampered with.”
7
According to Jenkinson, the “supreme and most difficult task” of the
archivist is “to hand on the documents as nearly as possible in the state in
which he received them, without adding or taking away, physically or
morally, anything: to preserve unviolated, without the possibility of a
suspicion, every element in them, every quality they possessed when they
came to him.” 8 In short, according to Jenkinson the primary duty of the
archivist is to retain the impartial and authentic qualities of the records
entrusted to his/her care. Considering the UBC-MAS team’s support of
Jenkinsonian theory, it is no surprise then that Duranti and MacNeil write that
what makes the life cycle model and its division of responsibilities so
valuable is that it “ensures the authenticity of inactive records and makes
them the impartial sources that society needs.” 9 According to UBC
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personnel, the intellectual methods required to guarantee the integrity of active
records are very much different than those required for inactive records.
Hence, it is argued, there must exist a two-phase life cycle approach to the
management of records, the creating body “with primary responsibility for
their reliability and authenticity while they are needed for business purposes,
and the preserving body with responsibility for their authenticity over the long
term.” 10
Records Continuum Model
Criticisms of the life cycle model as means of managing records have
surfaced at times in the past, but it has been the emergence of electronic
records that has initiated a very spirited debate. This dialogue has resulted in
not only a critique of the model but in the definition of an alternate model or
framework. This alternate model has come to be most commonly referred to
as the “Records Continuum Model.” What is this continuum model, why did
it emerge, and how does it differ from the life cycle model? Discussions of
strategies for better integrating the activities of archivists and records
managers date back at least several decades. 11 However, it was not until the
1990s that a more formally constructed model emerged for viewing records
management as a continuous process from the moment of creation, in which
archivists and records managers are actively involved at all points in the
continuum. The primary motivation in formulating and supporting this model
was a concern that lacking a strategy for active and early intervention by the
archivist in the records management process, electronic records documenting
vital transactions may never be created, may never be fully documented, or
may never survive.12 Perhaps the most basic difference between the
continuum model and the life cycle approach is that while the life cycle model
proposes a strict separation of records management responsibilities, the
continuum model is based upon an integration of the responsibilities and
accountabilities associated with the management of records. The new
Australian records management standard, which has adopted the continuum
model, defines the integrated nature of the record continuum in the following
terms: the record continuum is “the whole extent of a record’s existence.” It
“refers to a consistent and coherent regime of management processes from
the time of creation of records (and before creation, in the design of
recordkeeping systems) through to the preservation and use of records as
archives.” 13 A noted Australian archivist describes the differences between
the life cycle and continuum models in the following manner: “The life cycle
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relates to records and information…records have a life cycle…The
continuum is not about records. It is about a regime for recordkeeping, The
continuum is a model of management that relates to the recordkeeping
regime,” which is “continuous, dynamic and ongoing without any distinct
breaks or phases.” 14
A direct result of viewing records management as a continuum is to undercut
and destroy the distinction between active and inactive, and archival and nonarchival records, and to blur or wipe out the defined set of responsibilities
associated with managing records at each stage. One of the consequences
of this viewpoint is to propel archivists and archival functions forward in the
records management process. In other words, according to the continuum
model, strategies and methodologies for appraising, describing, and
preserving records are implemented early in the records management
process, preferably at the design stage, and not at the end of the life cycle.15
Let us now review how these two models actually work when applied to real
archival activities, beginning with custody issues.
CUSTODY OF ELECTRONIC RECORDS
Where are electronic records to be housed, and who will service them?
Based on one’s perspective, there are two very different answers to these
questions. Let us first look at how an archivist employing the life cycle
model and Jenkinsonian principles might solve these problems.
Luciana Duranti and other supporters of the life cycle model would argue that
the authenticity over time of inactive records be ensured only when their
custody is entrusted to professional archivists. In the words of the UBC
project personnel: “The life cycle of the managerial activity directed to the
preservation of the integrity of electronic records may be divided into two
phases: one aimed at the control of the creation of reliable records and to the
maintenance of authentic active and semi-active records, and the other aimed
at the preservation of authentic inactive records.” The position of the
proponents of this argument can be characterized as a centralized archival
custody approach, or “Archives as a Place,” where there must exist an
“archival threshold” or “space beyond which no alteration or permutation is
possible, and where every written act can be treated as evidence and
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memory.” 16 More specifically, Duranti and other proponents of this position
identify five reasons inactive records should be transferred to an archival
repository and not left in the custody of the record creators.
1) Mission - Competencies: It is not part of the mission of the creating
agency, nor does its staff possess the necessary skills to safeguard the
authenticity of non-current, archival records.
2) Ability to Monitor Compliance: There are not enough trained archivists
available to monitor or audit records left in full distributed custody with
the creator.
3) Cost to Monitor Compliance: Costs to manage records in a distributed
environment are as yet unknown and untested, but it may likely be more
costly to monitor recordkeeping practices than to assume custody of the
records.
4) Changes in Work Environment: Changes in staffing and in departmental
priorities can place records left with creating offices at great risk.
5) Vested Interests: Inactive records must be taken from those who have a
vested interest in either corrupting or in neglecting the records. 17
For all these reasons, Duranti and the UBC project staff conclude “that the
routine transfer of records to a neutral third party, that is, to a competent
archival body…is an essential requirement for ensuring their authenticity over
time.” 18
As opposed to the “Archives as a Place” position, archivists who support
the continuum model portray their strategy regarding custody and use as a
“Post-Custody” or “Distributed Custody” approach. In this strategy, the
transfer of the inactive records to an archives may be delayed or deferred for
much longer periods than in the past; in some cases, the records may actually
remain indefinitely in the custody of the originating office. The basic premise
supporting this position is that in the electronic environment, archival
institutions can fulfill their responsibilities without assuming physical custody
of the records. To achieve these goals, however, means developing new
methodologies and techniques for managing records in a distributed custody
environment. Proponents of this strategy identify four arguments to support
their position of distributed custody and access.
1) Costs: It would be enormously expensive and a massive waste of
resources to attempt to duplicate within the archival setting the
technological environments already in place within the creating offices.
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2) Changes in Technology: Rapid technological change and reluctance of
manufacturers to support old hardware make it extremely difficult for a
centralized repository to manage an institution’s electronic records.
3) Skills Required: It would be difficult, if not impossible, for an archives
staff to learn the skills and provide the expertise needed to access and
preserve the wide variety of technologies and formats in use.
4) Loss of Records: Insisting on custody will result in some cases in leaving
important records outside the recordkeeping boundary. 19
In the words of a team member of the University of Pittsburgh Electronic
Records project, “archivists cannot afford – politically, professionally,
economically, or culturally – to acquire records except as a last resort and
that they needn’t acquire records to achieve all their mandate. Indeed, the
evidence indicates that acquisition of records and the maintenance of the
archives as a repository, gets in the way of achieving archival objectives and
that this dysfunction will increase dramatically with the spread of electronic
communications.” 20
However, in the final estimation, as some archivists have argued, the primary
issue may not be custody, but rather ensuring that a viable and widely
accepted system for managing electronic records is in place. This means
establishing policies and procedures that ensure that no matter where the
records are housed they will be managed according to well-established
standards. More specifically, a distributed strategy for custody necessitates
the creation of legally binding agreements with offices, of reliable means of
auditing records, of an extensive network of training programs, and of other
mechanisms designed to ensure that custodians of records understand their
responsibilities and are living up to those expectations. An Australian
archivist sums up this position when he writes: “The real issue is not
custody, but the control of records and the archivist’s role in this…What
archivists should have been talking to their clients about is not custody, but
good recordkeeping practices which make it possible for archivists to
exercise the necessary control.” 21

APPRAISAL OF ELECTRONIC RECORDS
The emergence of electronic records, in conjunction with the volume of
modern documentation and the changing nature of modern institutions, has
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initiated considerable debate on the theory and practice of archival appraisal.
Much of this debate and dialogue in North America has initially focused on
the merits of the appraisal theory and methodology created at the National
Archives in the period from the 1940s to the 1960s, and articulated primarily
in the writings of Theodore Schellenberg. 22 One way of reviewing the basic
features of this dialogue and of illustrating the differences between appraisal
theories is to examine the issues by means of a series of questions: Why are
records appraised? What will be appraised? How will they be appraised?
And when will they be appraised?
WHY are Records Appraised?
As any archivist knows, traditional appraisal theory in North America focuses
on finding value in records, these values commonly expressed as primary and
secondary, with secondary values being divided into evidential and
informational values. In this methodology, Schellenberg placed special
emphasis on the archivist’s responsibility for appraising records to identify
secondary, research values, as his definition of archives makes clear: “Those
records of any public or private institution which are adjudged worthy of
permanent preservation for reference and secondary purposes.” 23 For many
archivists, the search for research value remains at the heart of the appraisal
process. Increasingly, however, critics of this appraisal methodology have
argued that by defining appraisal primarily in terms of secondary research
value based largely on content analysis, the Schellenberg model does not
provide a proper answer for why we appraise records. Critics of
Schellenberg have put forward three arguments to support this judgment. In
the first place, they argue that predicting or anticipating research needs or
trends is not a realistic goal, and at best will mean the archivist will remain
“nothing more than a weathervane moving by the changing winds of
historiography.” 24 Secondly, critics assert that content-oriented appraisal
cannot give a true or, even, representative image of society. 25 Finally,
archivists who support Jenkinson’s theory on the nature of archives assert
that selection by content to support research is in direct conflict with basic
archival theory and the very nature of archives. 26
So, what have archivists offered in its place? Although appraisal theories and
methodologies abound, almost all major commentators agree that a principal
objective or aim of archival appraisal must be the preservation of evidence 27
documenting the functions, processes, activities, and transactions 28
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undertaken and completed by the institution or individual. It is important to
recognize that evidence in this context refers, in the terms of Hilary
Jenkinson, to those impartial, authentic, and interrelated records which are
created “naturally” in the process of conducting business or undertaking
activities. It does not refer to information that is gathered, largely by
examining the content of records, for the purpose of answering questions
about the history, mission, and activities of the subject under review. In
short, evidence is the actual record made or received in the course of
undertaking and completing the activity; it is not the pieces of information or
bits of data selected to document the event. 29 It is the preservation of this
direct evidence of actions, decisions, and processes that has emerged as one
of the primary concerns of most of the major appraisal strategies and models
of the last twenty years. In the words of two prominent commentators on
appraisal: “Archivists are Servants of Evidence,” 30 and “Evidence is an
aim…of archival appraisal.” 31
Beyond ensuring the preservation of evidence, do archivists have additional
duties as an interpreter and a documenter of society? It is in response to this
question that disagreements about the objectives of archival appraisal have
occurred. At one end of the spectrum, that represented originally by Hilary
Jenkinson and in the modern era by Luciana Duranti and reflected in the
theoretical framework and methodology of the UBC electronic records
project, is the belief that evidence itself is the aim of appraisal. In other
words, the archivist’s goal is not to interpret this evidence, attribute external
values to the records or to the creators or functions generating the records,
or create a representative image of society. Rather, in this view, the goal is to
retain intact “the internal functionality of the documents, and the documents
aggregations, with respect to one another, so that compact, meaningful,
economical and impartial societal experience can be preserved for the next
generations.” 32 In other words, the archivist’s primary contributions are to
preserve authentic and impartial records and by so doing provide researchers
with the evidence that will permit them to interpret events in their own way.
Consequently, within this theoretical framework the role of the archivist in the
appraisal process is very limited – archivists are not judges or interpreters;
they are custodians and preservers.
On the other end of the spectrum are those archivists who support an
appraisal model that advocates a more active role for the archivist in shaping
the documentary record. Two prominent strategies in this category are
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those that locate value 1) in the provenance of the records and 2) in the
assessment of use of the records. Supporters of the provenance based
appraisal model argue that the essence of appraisal is the “articulation of the
most important societal structures, functions, record creators, and records
creating processes, and their interaction, which together form a
comprehensive reflection of human experience.” 33 Terry Cook has labeled
this strategy “macro-appraisal,” which he defines as an approach “that
focuses research instead on records creators rather than directly on society,
on the assumption that those creators, and those citizens and organizations
with whom they interact, indirectly represent the collective functioning of
society.” 34 It is an appraisal methodology, Cook writes, that is built on “a
context-based, provenance-centred framework rather than in a content-based,
historical-documentalist one.” 35 The other appraisal model which advocates
a more active role for archivists identifies “the means of documenting the
precise form and substance of past interactions between and among people
in society” in the “analysis of the use to which they [records] are put by the
society that created them, all along the continuum of their existence.” 36 In
other words, in this model appraisal decisions mirror or reflect the values a
wide variety of users assigned to the records, resulting in the selection of
archival records which are most cherished or frequently consulted by the
society which created and used the records. 37
To summarize, recently there has been no shortage of writings on the proper
role of appraisal in archival theory and methodology. However as yet, no
one theory has been embraced by the profession or taken root and flourished
to the degree that Schellenberg’s methodology has in the United States. This
is not to say, however, that some significant rethinking of the way archivists
appraise records has not occurred. Certainly, one of the most significant and
widespread changes has been the growing recognition that the first and
primary goal of appraisal must be the preservation and accessibility of the
evidence of the functions and activities of the subjects documented by
archivists. This recognition has caused the archival profession to begin
reassessing what is appraised, and how and when the process occurs,
particularly in an automated environment.
WHAT will be appraised?
Schellenberg’s methodology employs a content oriented, “pertinence” 38
approach to determining value. It is a strategy that focuses largely on record
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content and on the structure of the organization to determine evidential and
information values. Critics of the Schellenberg appraisal methodology argue
these are not the best or right sources upon which to construct an appraisal
model. For those archivists, like Luciana Duranti, who advocate that
maintaining accurate and authentic evidence is the primary role of the
archivist, the question of what to appraise is primarily addressed by means of
“carefully defining archival jurisdictions and acquisitions policies and plans”
and “not by attributing externally imposed values.” 39 Archivists who
advocate a functional appraisal model, like Terry Cook and Helen Samuels,
point to three basic reasons to support the argument that content and
structure are not the best sources for determining value. In the first place,
they argue that in an business environment characterized by a flattening of the
organizational structure and a more decentralized approach, structure and
setting will have much less relevance in understanding the nature and
significance of records than they did in the more traditional, hierarchical
business environment. Ultimately, they argue, it is business functions and not
organizational structure that will define provenance and will guide appraisal
decisions. Secondly, in the modern world of high volume documentation
and of electronic records that exist as logical and not physical entities,
archivists can no longer hope to focus on the record and appraisal by
content. Finally, they assert that in the search for evidence, the most accurate
and complete documentation will be provided by examining the function,
activity, and transaction that generated the record, rather than the record
itself. In short, supporters of functional appraisal argue that the context and
not the content of the record must be the starting point in the search for
evidence. 40 For supporters of an appraisal theory based on patterns of use,
“the appraiser must be especially attentive to demonstrations of
contemporary usefulness…All past and present uses of archives provide the
‘data’ on the basis of which the appraiser attempts to induce a sense of
future usefulness on behalf of society. Research use of archives is one, but
only one, of the uses to be assessed.” 41
HOW will records be appraised to uncover this evidence?
Naturally, by changing the focus of the appraisal, many critics of
Schellenberg’s methodology also advocate a new definition of how the
appraisal process should be undertaken. The traditional model, critics assert,
employs a “bottom-up” approach to appraisal, that is, value is established by
moving upwards from analysis of the record, to the examination of the
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transactions and activities, and finally to identification of the functions and
administrative structure. This appraisal process, critics contend, is a flawed
and essentially backwards approach. Supporters of a new model maintain
that a more rational and productive appraisal process would employ a “topdown” approach. For proponents of this functional appraisal model, the
process begins with an analysis of business functions and structure or of the
archival fonds, 42 of the interaction between function and structure, then
moves downward to an analysis of the activities and transactional processes,
and finally arrives at an examination of the record, if necessary. During this
process two appraisal assessments would be made: one, of the most
important record creating entities and the other, of the critical functions and
transactions. These units and these functions then become the targets of
record collecting activities by the archives. 43
WHEN will records be appraised?
Finally, some critics of appraisal theory and practice based on Schellenberg’s
principles call for a reassessment of when archival appraisal occurs. In
accordance with the tenets of the continuum model, proponents of a new
appraisal model advocate conducting the appraisal much earlier in the
process, again preferably at the design stage. Advocates of this position
warn that if procedures for early identification and maintenance are not
established, records, particularly electronic records, may never survive or
even be created.44 However, advocates of Jenkinsonian principles and of the
life cycle model argue that archival intervention on the scale advocated by the
proponents of the continuum theory may have adverse effects on the integrity
of records. This is not to say that Duranti and others who support this
position do not believe archivists have a role in the early stages of the life
cycle. However, ultimately this role is limited, and it certainly does not
envision archivists actively appraising records. 45
To summarize, many appraisal theories generated in the last ten to fifteen year
differ from the traditional appraisal model based on Schellenberg’s
principles. Overall, there is general agreement that in the modern world of
high volume documentation and electronic records, archivists must focus on
the concept of preserving evidence of functions and activities. Beyond that
role, some archivists advocate an appraisal strategy designed to identify and
rank the functions and creators that generated the records. Others seek to
locate the value of records in patterns of use. In addition some archivists
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who support the continuum model argue that archivists must intervene early
in the records management process if records are to be created and
preserved. Others, who support a life cycle model and Jenkinsonian
principles, warn that involvement early in the life cycle of records may have
very harmful effects on the integrity of the record.
DESCRIPTION OF ELECTRONIC RECORDS
Will traditional methods for describing archival records (descriptive
inventories, guides, and other finding aids created after the records are
transferred to the archives) be adequate and useful for electronic records?
Again, there are two quite different responses to this question based on one’s
perspective. This time let us first examine the arguments of those archivists
who support the continuum model and argue for alternate strategies for
describing electronic records.
Critics of employing traditional strategies for describing electronic records
identify four major reasons for adopting other methods. In the first place,
they argue that documentation of business processes cannot be postponed
until the point when records become inactive: to be effective, description
must take place over the life of the record. Only in this way, it is argued, can
archivists hope to document business transactions throughout their life cycle.
So in this context we again encounter a basic premise of the continuum
model: the archivist must be involved much earlier in the management
process, preferably at the design stage.
Secondly, it is argued that traditional prose narratives and descriptions of
data structures cannot possibly describe the multitude of record linkages or
reflect the relationships between and among transactions in automated
systems. To properly describe these complex record systems, it is
recommended that much more dynamic and interactive documentation
strategies be employed.
In a related argument, critics claim that traditional descriptive methodologies
that depend upon physically reviewing records, files, and series to identify
content and context are not viable in the world of electronic records. Unlike
paper documents where content and physical form are united in a medium
that provides the record of the transaction, and where relationships among
documents can be observed, electronic records are not physical but are
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logically constructed and often “virtual” entities. Therefore, it is argued,
efforts to document business transactions based on an examination of
“views” or of automated forms will fail to reveal the nature of the business
transactions. Consequently, methods other than direct observation and
review must be employed to properly document automated systems.
Finally, proponents of this position of change argue that a viable system of
documenting business processes already exists in the form of record system
metadata. It is routine for systems designers and programmers to generate
documentation on the content and structure of the systems and programs
they create. Why not, it is suggested, make this metadata system the basis
for
describing electronic records? Why not consider a shift from creating
descriptive information to capturing, managing, and adding value to system
metadata? As the reference to adding value suggests, proponents of this
strategy do not recommend adopting metadata systems as is. System
metadata typically do not contain all the information archivists need to
describe electronic records; in particular, all the necessary contextual data
required to understand the context of the transaction are not present.
Therefore it is suggested that archivists will need to know which metadata
elements are required to fully describe these records and must be in position
to add these descriptive elements to the system, preferably at the design
stage. 46
To summarize, critics of employing traditional methodologies to describe
electronic records argue that methods based on direct observation and
review will not work, and that the finding aids produced will not adequately
describe these complex systems. As an alternative strategy they recommend
a shift to the management of system metadata, but they caution that this
strategy will work only if archivists define and articulate the required metadata
elements and are involved near or at the beginning of the design process.
Naturally, not all archivists agree with the strategy described above. In
particular, members of the UBC-MAS project team have expressed serious
misgivings. Their arguments focus on the themes of the authenticating role
and the unique and vital contributions of traditional archival description.
Luciana Duranti argues that the “verification of the authenticity of electronic
records over the long term will have to rely on one thing and one thing only:
their archival description.” 47 Traditional arrangement and description verify
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authenticity, according to Duranti, by preserving the network of
administrative and documentary relationships. “Administrative relationships
are revealed and preserved through the writing of the administrative history of
the archival fonds and its parts, including the preservation and custodial
history. Documentary relationships are revealed and preserved through the
identification of the levels of arrangement of the fonds and their
representation in structured descriptions.” 48
Heather MacNeil, another member of the UBC-MAS team, focuses on the
concepts of authenticity and impartiality from another perspective. She
warns that by introducing metadata requirements designed to satisfy the
needs of future users, archivists compromise the impartiality of the records.
And if “the impartiality of the metadata is compromised, their value as
evidence will be compromised, which means, ultimately, that the underlying
objective of metadata strategies-the preservation of evidence-will be
defeated.” 49 In short, she asserts, “archival participation in the design and
maintenance of metadata systems must be driven by the need to preserve
them as archival documents, that is, as evidence of actions and transactions,
not as descriptive tools.” 50
Another argument MacNeil puts forward in defense of traditional archival
description is that it performs a vital function that system metadata cannot.
She argues that because the scope and context of system metadata are
“comparatively narrow, metadata circumscribe and atomize these various
contexts. Archival description, on the other hand, enlarges and integrates
them. In so doing it reveals continuities and discontinuities in the matrix of
function, structure, and record-keeping over time.” 51
To summarize, the UBC-MAS position on the issue of description of
electronic records asserts that because of the unique and vital role of archival
description in maintaining authenticity and in describing the context of
records over time, metadata systems cannot replace traditional archival
description. The answers, they claim, will be found by following “the
dictates of archival science” and by building strategies “on the foundation of
descriptive principles and practices that have already been established.” 52

CONCLUDING REMARKS
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Let us return to the questions posed at the beginning of this paper: What is
the practicing archivist to make of these quite different, often conflicting
strategies? Where does one start in the quest to become an informed player
in electronic records management?
First and foremost, do not become a true believer and irrevocably commit at
this point to any one model for managing electronic records. The problem
with the Pitt or UBC models or any other strategy is that they have not been
properly tested in the field. 53 As Margaret Hedstrom reminds us, “What we
lack is an evaluation of the usefulness of these findings from the perspective
of organizations that are responsible in some way for preserving and
providing access to electronic records. We need assessments from the
administrators of archival and records management programs about the
feasibility of putting the proposed policies and models into practice.” 54 In
short, there are no clear-cut answers available yet, but there are plenty of very
good ideas and emerging strategies out there. The existence of electronic
records strategies leads to the next suggestion.
Get started immediately in exploring the issues and various options. Do not
sit back and wait for some ready-made product to present itself, because it is
very unlikely such a product will appear. Any model or strategy will require a
great deal of knowledge, judgment, and good common sense from those who
are asked to implement it. Moreover, you may be faced with the task of
determining which strategy or combination of strategies best suits you and
your institution, and this decision requires you to be informed and
knowledgeable.
A related piece of advice would be to begin learning some new skills. One of
the conclusions arrived at by most archivists involved in electronic records
management is that the archival profession needs to add some new skills to
its “tool kit” in order to be effective in this world of automated records.
Skills that immediately come to mind are a basic knowledge of how
automated systems are created and work; a more detailed knowledge of data
and information management principles and techniques; experience
implementing functional decomposition and business process modeling
methodologies; and knowledge of computer based information systems,
particularly metadata systems, such as data dictionaries and information
resource dictionary systems. The goal here is not to become a programmer
or systems analyst, but rather an archivist who can speak the language of the
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technologist, who understands the role of metadata in documenting systems,
and who can perform some basic and fundamental tasks related to the
modeling and description of business processes.
Begin identifying the key players at your institution in the area of data and
information management. Who are the people who manage the central
databases in your institution? Who is involved in decision support? Is there
a group of individuals who meet regularly to discuss data and information
management issues? Who is involved in risk assessment and management?
Who are the individuals auditing the institution’s information systems? Once
you have identified these people, begin the process of forming partnerships.
Data and information managers, auditors, and decision support personnel
often do not know how the archivist fits into the whole process of managing
electronic records. It is important for archivists to educate these people
about the archival mission, to learn more about technologists’ particular
needs and methodologies, and eventually begin to develop with them an
overall strategy for managing electronic records. Designing a program for
managing electronic records requires the skills and expertise of many people;
it demands a real team effort.
Finally, it is important to remain flexible and open to new ways of doing
things. Most archivists working with electronic records agree that managing
this material will require some changes in the way we do business. Whether
this results in a new archival paradigm or merely in some adjustments to
traditional practices is not known. Most likely, however, those archivists
who are willing to explore and consider new ideas, new techniques, and new
methodologies will be ahead of the game. Dogmatism and a rigid allegiance
to strongly held notions of the past on how to manage records seem
counterproductive in the present environment characterized by rapid changes
in many aspects of our professional life. What is needed at this point in time
are archivists who are willing to experiment with creative combinations of
ideas, old and new; who are courageous enough to seek out and form
partnerships with information specialists, auditors, and risk managers whose
language and methodologies are presently foreign to them; who are motivated
to learn new skills; and ultimately, who are committed to developing realistic
strategies for managing electronic records, no matter where this journey may
lead them.
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